Write the word that best matches the clue.

_________ power           __________ disappear
_________ dawn             __________ selection
_________ outlook          __________ likeness
_________ great            __________ leading
_________ likely           __________ victory
_________ fabric           __________ duplicate
_________ ache             __________ sub
_________ rule             __________ mistake

material  similarity
pain      possible
enemy     triumph
view      sandwich
govern    error
grand     govern

choice    vanish
forwards  repeat
Write the word that best matches the clue.

energy ______ power
morning ______ dawn
view ______ outlook
grand ______ great
possible ______ likely
material ______ fabric
pain ______ ache
govern ______ rule

vanish ______ disappear
choice ______ selection
similarity ______ likeness
forward ______ leading
triumph ______ victory
repeat ______ duplicate
sandwich ______ sub
error ______ mistake

material
similarity
pain
possible
energy
morning
choice
vanish
view
govern
triumph
sandwich
error
grand
forward
repeat